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           Scholars' Updates
Cheung Sai Ho
Individual Scholarship - Master’s Degree in Information Systems at Hong Kong Baptist University 
(“HKBU”)

Big congratulations to Sai Ho! After years of hard work under the 
tutelage of his supervisors Dr. Bryon Choi and Prof. Joseph Ng 
from the Department of Computer Science of HKBU as well as 
his mentor Howard Ling (Chief Consultant of Hong Kong Council 
of Social Service - Social Enterprise Business Centre and Adjunct 
Associate Professor of HKBU), he has received seed funding of 
HK$100,000 from the Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Development Fund (“SIE Fund”) to enable him to continue 
refining his own invention (titled CP2Joy) which was originally 
developed as his final project for his Master's degree. The CP2Joy 
system aims to assist people with multiple physical disabilities 
(e.g. Cerebral palsy 大腦痲痺, Tetraplegia 四肢癱瘓 and 
Muscular dystrophy 肌肉萎縮) to use a special ‘joystick device’ 
coupled with ‘voice commands’ to operate a computer instead 
of using the traditional keyboard and mouse input. The ultimate 
goal is to improve computer accessibility for people with severe 
physical and multiple disabilities, thereby improving their ability 
to learn, communicate and work independently.

Although there are different types of assistive computer tools and software (virtual keyboards, somatosensory 
system and eye-trackers) which can assist people with physical disabilities to both enter text and maneuver the 
mouse; these have certain limitations that cannot cater fully to their diverse and complex needs, especially those 
with severe cerebral palsy, which Sai Ho himself has suffered from since birth. For these individuals, the capability 
of their motor functions is hindered so they have little to no control over their body movements or speech. They 
can only rely on electronic wheelchairs to move around and can only express themselves in a few simple words. 
Being aware of such limitations in existing software, Sai Ho developed this unique model which aims to allow 
the disabled to perform computer operations through several key functions including 1) on-screen keyboards 
with scrolling letters; 2) simulating mouse movements with joysticks, and 3) using voice recognition technology 
to simulate mouse clicks. Furthermore, it incorporates the “rolling selected letters”, the latest input technology 
developed by HKBU. When the user sees their desired letter turning to a specific position, they only need to make 
a designated tone, and the letter will automatically pop up on the screen. For this method, there is little concern 
about uncontrollable body movements inadvertently pressing the wrong key, therefore the user interface is highly 
accurate. 

Demonstration Video:
http://www.sunit2u.com/hkbu/cpdemo.mp4

Front row (from left): Wai Cheung (Sai Ho’s close 
friend), Cheung Sai Ho and Sai Ho’s dad
Back row (from left): Howard Ling (Sai Ho’s mentor), 
Cindy Chan (Director of Centre for Innovative 
Service-Learning, HKBU) and Dr. Y.M. Wong (Director 
of Entrepreneurship and Innovation Centre and 
Professor of Entrepreneurship , HKBU) 

Sai Ho introducing his “CP2Joy System” joystick prototype 
at the SIE Fund pitching session

The “CP2Joy System” facilitates computer input and minimizes typing 
errors for people with severe physical disabilities
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In the coming months, the product will be tested out at the Hong Kong Red Cross John F. Kennedy Centre (Sai Ho’s 
Alma Mater) and Direction Association For The Handicapped; benefitting 12 secondary school students and working 
adults in need. User data will also be gathered through a privacy-protected remote recording function in order to 
facilitate future improvements and upgrades to the system. In addition to the funding support, 4 departments of 
HKBU (Service Learning, Entrepreneurship, Marketing, and Computer Science) have already agreed to assist Sai Ho 
throughout the enhancement process. With more evidence of the practicality and applicability, he will hopefully be 
able to get additional funding from the SIE Fund in the future. Sai Ho aspires to promote this CP2Joy system to the 
market and fulfill his dream of establishing a social enterprise to help people with disabilities. 

Sai Ho’s thank-you note:
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           Scholars' Updates

Kudos to LHF scholar, Cheung Sai Ho, who 
has realized his dream of becoming a social 
entrepreneur in Hong Kong! Sai Ho has secured 
prototype funding from the Social Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship Development Fund (“SIE Fund”) 
to support the development of his innovative 
voice-controlled input software (titled “CP2Joy”), 
which enables severely disabled people to use 
computers. His success story has been showcased 
in various media outlets, in which Sai Ho has 
received huge critical acclaim, and he has been 
invited to share his journey by speaking at various 
public events. Sai Ho’s testimony has been an 
uplifting and heartening one, exemplified by the 
triumphs he has had over many challenges and 
his persistence through setbacks that threatened 
to derail his ambition along the way.

Despite his severe disability, Sai Ho, a recent graduate from HKBU’s Master’s Degree in Advanced Information 
Systems, has always endeavored to use his computing skills to contribute to society. He has suffered from athetoid 
cerebral palsy since birth, a neurological disorder affecting speech and muscle movement. This means that he 
can only type on a keyboard with one finger on his right hand, producing only one or two Chinese characters 
per minute. Despite these difficulties, Sai Ho did not let his disability define his life and pursued his interest in 
computer programming. These life experiences inspired him to seek ways to address the limitations faced by the 
disabled community in computing by developing CP2Joy. CP2Joy is the first human-computer interface for people 
with severe disabilities such as Cerebral Palsy, Tetraplegia and Muscular Atrophy. It can even assist stroke patients 
and those that have sustained serious injuries affecting their motor skills. The device allows users to operate the 
computer independently through a tailor-made ‘joystick’ supplemented by voice commands to make instructions 
e.g. mouse clicks, drags and drops and keystrokes by pronouncing the 5 vowels sounds (“a, e, i, o, u”), thereby 
enabling the user to type accurately and efficiently with minimal motion compared to a traditional mouse and 
keyboard.

The LHF team recently had the pleasure to catch up with Sai Ho and his family at HKBU in celebration of his 
graduation, upon which he became the university’s first postgraduate student with severe disabilities. Sai Ho, 
garbed in his graduation gown, was accompanied by his proud parents, who shared Sai Ho’s journey and thanked 
LHF for empowering him to pursue his dreams. With the assistance from HKBU and the support from the SIE Fund, 
Sai Ho has set up his own social enterprise to develop CP2Joy and launch and promote it in the market. He has 
already conducted trial studies at his alma mater, Hong Kong Red Cross John F. Kennedy Centre, and also through 
some NGOs working with the disabled community. He is also seeking advice from experts to further enhance the 
software. To fulfil Sai Ho’s wish to offer the CP2Joy out to benefit more people in need, the team will talk to related 
NGO partners in the elderly and rehabilitation sector and refer potential clients for him.

“I wish it can benefit all kinds of disabled persons in future, helping with their learning and enhancing their 
productivity while bridging the digital gap,” says Sai Ho.

Sai Ho’s success story on the SIE Fund website: 
https://www.sie.gov.hk/en/resources/hksi/detail.page?content=10178

Cheung Sai Ho
Individual Scholarship - Master’s Degree in Information Systems at Hong Kong Baptist University 
(“HKBU”)
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The LHF team was very delighted to meet with Sai Ho (3rd from right) 
and his family at HKBU to celebrate his graduation. LHF past scholar 
and HKBU’s Assistant Professor, Dr. Chen Ting (2nd from left), also 
joined in to share the joy and achievements of Sai Ho. 

Sai Ho’s uplifting success story of inventing CP2Joy 
was showcased at the Commission on Poverty Summit 
2019. Video Link below : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQ3JI164F9s&vl=zh-HK


